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We use the semiclassical limit of electromagnetic wave scattering theory to determine the properties of the
exterior caustics of a diagonally incident plane wave scattered by an infinitely long homogeneous dielectric
circular cylinder in both the near zone and the far zone. The transmission caustic has an exterior/interior
cusp transition as the tilt angle of the incident beam is increased, and each of the rainbow caustics has a far-
zone rainbow/exterior cusp transition and an exterior/interior cusp transition as the incident beam tilt angle is
increased. We experimentally observe and analyze both transitions of the first-order rainbow. We also com-
pare the predictions of the semiclassical approximation with those of ray theory and exact electromagnetic
wave scattering theory. © 2000 Optical Society of America [S0740-3232(00)01010-3]

OCIS codes: 080.1510, 290.4020.

1. INTRODUCTION
When an electromagnetic plane wave of wavelength l is
incident on an infinitely long homogeneous dielectric cir-
cular cylinder of radius a in the short-wavelength limit
l ! a, the scattered light contains a number of optical
caustics. For normal incidence, light transmitted
through the cylinder forms a cusp-shaped focusing caustic
in the near zone, called the p 5 1 caustic. Light trans-
mitted through the cylinder following p 2 1 > 1 internal
reflections forms the two curving branches of the
( p 2 1)-order rainbow caustic that extend from the cyl-
inder surface out to infinity. The p 5 1 focusing caustic
and the p > 2 rainbow caustics appear to be quite differ-
ent structures. But in the context of catastrophe theory,1

they are merely different manifestations of the same gen-
eral caustic morphology if the assumptions of normal in-
cidence and plane waves are relaxed. For example, if a
plane wave illuminates the cylinder at a progressively
steeper angle of incidence or, equivalently, if the refrac-
tive index of the cylinder progressively increases,2 the two
branches of the far-zone (p 2 1)-order rainbow caustic
approach each other, join together at infinity3–7 in what
has been called the caustic merging transition, and evolve
into a near-zone focusing caustic. If the angle of inci-
dence is further increased, the focal line of the near-zone
caustic approaches the cylinder and touches its surface,

and the caustic evolves into a cusp lying entirely within
the cylinder. This is called the exterior/interior cusp
transition.

The same progression occurs for the p 5 1 focusing
caustic. As the tilt angle of the incident plane wave pro-
gressively increases from normal incidence, the focal line
of the p 5 1 caustic approaches the cylinder and touches
its surface, and the caustic evolves into an interior cusp.3

If the cylinder is illuminated by the diverging beam of a
line source that is brought progressively closer to the cyl-
inder, the focal line of the p 5 1 caustic moves out to in-
finity, and the caustic opens up into the two branches of
the p 5 1 rainbow.8

In this paper we use a simple version of the semiclas-
sical limit of electromagnetic wave scattering theory,9,10

to examine the p > 1 caustics of a circular cylinder illu-
minated by a diagonally incident plane wave. The calcu-
lations presented here have a number of basic motiva-
tions. First, the complete morphology of cylinder
caustics is easily observed experimentally with a mini-
mum of laboratory equipment. All one has to do is place
the cylinder in the incident beam, progressively tilt the
cylinder, and watch the caustics evolve.

These caustics are also important in the fluid diagnos-
tic technique known as rainbow refractometry, which al-
lows one to obtain the refractive index and the diameter
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of a liquid droplet11,12 or column13 from the first-order
rainbow angle and the periodicity of its supernumerary
interference pattern. When this technique is employed,
the detector array is often out of necessity placed in the
scattering near zone, where the rainbow angle and super-
numerary periodicity differ substantially from their far-
zone values. If measurements made in the near zone are
not corrected, the inferred refractive index and diameter
will be in error. The shift in the rainbow angle in the
near zone has been calculated by using ray theory.8 In
this paper we derive the near-zone shift in the supernu-
merary periodicity and a simpler expression for the near-
zone shift of the rainbow angle.

Our third motivation is the usefulness of the semiclas-
sical approximation for calculating all the caustic proper-
ties in a relatively straightforward way. For example,
one may determine the shape of the p > 1 scattering
caustics of a cylinder by using ray theory, since a caustic
is the envelope of the p-family of scattered rays.14 The
supernumerary interference structure associated with
rainbow caustics in the r → ` far-zone limit is usually
calculated by using Airy theory,15 and the diffraction
structure associated with the p 5 1 near-zone focusing
caustic may be calculated by using Fourier optics
methods.16 The semiclassical approximation, on the
other hand, allows one to determine all the properties of
all the caustics in a unified way rather than by using a
patchwork of different methods for different caustic prop-
erties at different distances from the cylinder.

The body of this paper is organized as follows. In Sub-
section 2.A we describe the plane-wave–cylinder geom-
etry, and in Subsection 2.B we summarize the near-zone
solution to the electromagnetic boundary-value problem
of a diagonally incident plane wave scattered by an infi-
nitely long homogeneous dielectric circular cylinder. In
Subsection 2.C we obtain the semiclassical limit of the
p > 1 terms of the Debye-series expansion of the near-
zone scattered fields. We then use these results in Sec-
tions 3 and 4 to examine the p 5 1 and p > 2 caustics,
respectively. Wherever possible, we compare our results
with those obtained by other methods. In Subsections
4.B and 4.C, we describe our experimental observation of
the p 5 2 caustic merging transition and exterior/interior
cusp transition. Finally, in Section 5 we summarize our
results.

2. NEAR-ZONE SCATTERING OF A
DIAGONALLY INCIDENT PLANE WAVE BY
A DIELECTRIC CIRCULAR CYLINDER
The formulas describing scattering of a diagonally inci-
dent plane wave or focused beam by a homogeneous di-
electric circular cylinder are given in Ref. 17, and the
Debye-series decomposition of the diagonal-incidence
partial-wave scattering amplitudes is given in Ref. 4. In
this section we extend these far-zone results to the near-
zone scattered fields. Our notation follows that of Refs. 4
and 17.

A. Beam–Cylinder Geometry
The geometry of the diagonally incident plane wave and
the dielectric circular cylinder is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The cylinder has radius a and real refractive index n, and
the cylinder axis coincides with the z axis of a rectangular
coordinate system. The incident plane wave has time
dependence exp(2ivt), wavelength l, wave number
k 5 2p/l and electric field strength E0 , and its propaga-
tion direction is in the xz plane at an angle j below the
positive x axis. The scattering angle in the xy plane with
respect to the positive x axis is u, and the scattering angle
above the xy plane is h. For diagonal plane-wave inci-
dence the direction of the scattered wave is h 5 2j. The
incident and scattered fields are e-polarized if the electric
field vector lies in the xy plane, and they are m-polarized if
the magnetic field vector lies in the xy plane. The scat-
tered fields are expressed in terms of the cylindrical coor-
dinates (r, u, z).

B. Near-Zone Scattered Fields
The partial-wave scattering amplitudes for a diagonally
incident e-polarized plane wave producing e-polarized
scattered waves are al(sin j), where l is the integer par-
tial wave number with 2` , l , `. Similarly, the
partial-wave scattering amplitudes for an incident
m-polarized plane wave producing m-polarized scattered
waves are bl(sin j), and the amplitudes for an e-polarized
plane wave producing m-polarized scattered waves or a
m-polarized plane wave producing e-polarized scattered
waves are ql(sin j). Detailed formulas for al(sin j),
bl (sin j), and ql(sin j) are given in Eqs. (14) and (15) of
Ref. 17 and contain Bessel, Neumann, and Hankel func-
tions evaluated at

x 5 ka cos j, (1)

y 5 n8x, (2)

where

n8 5 ~n2 2 sin2 j!1/2/cos j. (3)

(The size parameters x and y are not to be confused with
the x and y axes.) The quantity n8 is known as the Bra-
vais refractive index of the cylinder.5–7

Fig. 1. Plane wave of wavelength l incident with the angle j on
an infinitely long circular cylinder of radius a.
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The near-zone scattered fields for diagonal plane-wave
incidence are obtained by combining Eqs. (2), (5), (8), (22),
and (24) of Ref. 17. For an e-polarized incident plane
wave, we have

Escatt~r, u, z !

5 iE0 exp~2ikz sin j!

3 (
l52`

`

$ûr@2~l/kr !sec j Pl~r, u!al 2 sin j Ql~r, u!ql#

1 ûu@Ql~r, u!al 2 ~l/kr !tan j Pl~r, u!ql#

1 ûz@2cos j Pl~r, u!ql#%,

cBscatt~r, u, z !

5 iE0 exp~2ikz sin j!

3 (
l52`

`

$ûr@sin j Ql~r, u!al 2 ~l/kr !sec j Pl~r, u!ql#

1 ûu@~l/kr !tan j Pl~r, u!al 1 Ql~r, u!ql#

1 ûz@cos j Pl~r, u!al#%, (4)

where

Pl~r, u! 5 il11Hl
~1 !~kr cos j!exp~ilu!,

Ql~r, u! [ ilHl
~1 !8~kr cos j!exp~ilu!. (5)

For a m-polarized incident plane wave, we have

Escatt~r, u, z !

5 iE0 exp~2ikz sin j!

3 (
l52`

`

$ûr@sin j Ql~r, u!bl 2 ~l/kr !sec j Pl~r, u!ql#

1 ûu@~l/kr !tan j Pl~r, u!bl 1 Ql~r, u!ql#

1 ûz@cos j Pl~r, u!bl#%,

cBscatt~r, u, z !

5 iE0 exp~2ikz sin j!

3 (
l52`

`

$ûr@~l/kr !sec j Pl~r, u!bl 1 sin j Ql~r, u!ql#

1 ûu@2Ql~r, u!bl 1 ~l/kr !tan j Pl~r, u!ql#

1 ûz@cos j Pl~r, u!ql#%. (6)

The r → ` far-zone limit of the scattered fields is ob-
tained by deleting all terms proportional to l/kr and us-
ing the far-zone asymptotic expansion of the Hankel
function,18

Hl
~1 !~u ! ' ~2/pu !1/2 exp@i~u 2 lp/2 2 p/4!#, (7)

which simplifies Pl(r, u) and Ql(r, u) to

Pl~r, u! ' Ql~r, u!

' ~2/pkr cos j!1/2

3 exp@i~kr cos j 1 lu 2 p/4!#. (8)

The normal-incidence limit of the near-zone fields is ob-
tained by setting j 5 0 and ql 5 0 in Eqs. (4) and (6).

C. Semiclassical Limit of the p Ð 1 Debye-Series Terms
for Near-Zone Scattering
In this subsection we implement the semiclassical ap-
proximation following the procedure of Ford and
Wheeler.9 First, we perform a Debye-series decomposi-
tion of the partial-wave scattering amplitudes,4,19 which
separates the contributions of diffraction plus reflection
( p 5 0), transmission ( p 5 1), and transmission follow-
ing p 2 1 internal reflections ( p > 2). Next, we ap-
proximate the Hankel functions appearing in each Debye-
series term by their asymptotic forms. We then convert
the sum over partial waves into a phase integral over an
associated impact parameter, since a large number of par-
tial waves contribute to the scattered fields in the small-
wavelength limit. Finally, a Taylor-series expansion of
the phase of the integrand about a suitable reference
point produces either the Airy integral20 describing the
fold caustic1 and its associated diffraction structure (i.e.,
rainbows) or the Pearcey integral21 describing the cusp
caustic1 and its associated diffraction structure (i.e., near-
zone focusing caustics). The Airy and Pearcey integrals
are described in Appendix A. The complex angular mo-
mentum formalism22–26 handles the semiclassical limit of
wave scattering in a much more careful and precise way.
Our procedure, though not as rigorous as the complex an-
gular momentum formalism, is sufficient to quantita-
tively describe the major features of the scattering caus-
tics in both the near zone and the far zone.

To make contact with the phase integral representation
of caustics, we must pay special attention to the
l-dependence of the phase of the near-zone scattered
fields. In Eqs. (4) and (6), each component of the scat-
tered electric and magnetic field depends on l through
Pl (r, u) and Ql (r, u) of Eqs. (5) and the partial-wave
scattering amplitudes al(sin j), bl (sin j), and ql (sin j).
We consider first the l-dependence of Pl (r, u) and
Ql (r, u). In the near zone, the appropriate asymptotic
expansion of the Hankel functions in Eqs. (5) is27

Hl
~1, 2 !~u ! ' ~2/pu !1/2~1 2 l2/u2!21/4

3 exp$6i@u~1 2 l2/u2!1/2

1 l arcsin~l/u ! 2 lp/2 2 p/4#%, (9a)

Hl
~1,2!8~u ! ' 6i~2/pu !1/2~1 2 l2/u2!1/4

3 exp$6i@u~1 2 l2/u2!1/2

1 l arcsin~l/u ! 2 lp/2 2 p/4]%, (9b)

where the upper and lower signs correspond to Hl
(1) and

Hl
(2) , respectively. Relation (7) is the (l/u) → 0 limit of

relation (9a). When relations (9) are inserted into Eqs.
(5), we obtain

Pl~r, u! ' Ql~r, u! ' ~2/pkr cos j!1/2

3 exp(ix$~r/a !@1 2 w2/~r/a !2#1/2

1 w arcsin@w/~r/a !# 1 wu% 1 ip/4), (10)
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where the size parameter x was defined in Eq. (1) and w is
the impact parameter of the incident ray associated with
the partial wave l by using van de Hulst’s localization
principle28

w 5 l/x. (11)

We next consider the p-term of the Debye-series decom-
position of the partial-wave scattering amplitudes, de-
noted here by @ #p . Detailed formulas for the various
Debye-series terms are given in Eqs. (22)–(25), (31), and
(32) of Ref. 4. The p-term of the series is of the form

@al~sin j!#p

@bl~sin j!#p

@ql~sin j!#p
J 5 2~

1
2 !( Tl

21~Rl
11! p21Tl

12 , (12)

where the transmission and reflection Fresnel coefficients
of the partial wave l in each of the four polarization chan-
nels e → e, m → m, e → m, and m → e are Tl

21 , Rl
11 , and

Tl
12 , where the polarization channel indices have been

suppressed. These coefficients give the magnitude and
the phase of transmission of a radially incoming partial
wave from the region outside the cylinder (region 2) to the
cylinder interior (region 1), of internal reflection of a ra-
dially outgoing partial wave in region 1 by the cylinder
surface, and of transmission of a radially outgoing partial
wave from the cylinder interior to the outside region.
The sum in Eq. (12) is over all intermediate polarization
states, as described in Ref. 4.

Substituting relations (9) into the expressions for Tl
21 ,

Rl
11 , and Tl

12 of Ref. 4, we find that the phase is indepen-
dent of polarization channel, i.e.,

Tl,ee
21 } Tl,mm

21 } Tl,em
21 } Tl,me

21 } exp~if l
21!,

Rl,ee
11 } Rl,mm

11 } Rl,em
11 } Rl,me

11 } exp~if l
11!,

Tl,ee
12 } Tl,mm

12 } Tl,em
12 } Tl,me

12 } exp~if l
21!, (13)

where

f l
21 5 y~1 2 l2/y2!1/2 1 l arcsin~l/y !

2 x~1 2 l2/x2!1/2 2 l arcsin~l/x !,

f l
11 5 2y~1 2 l2/y2!1/2 1 2l arcsin~l/y ! 2 lp. (14)

The magnitude of Tl
21 , Rl

11 , and Tl
12 is a slowly varying

function of l, assumed to be not near zero. For the re-
mainder of this section, we denote all slowly varying mag-
nitudes by Al when considering sums over partial waves
and by A(w) when considering integrals over the associ-
ated impact parameter.

With the use of Eq. (12), relation (13), and Eqs. (14), the
phase of the p-term of the Debye series is

@al#p } @bl#p } @ql#p } exp$i@2f l
21 1 ~ p 2 1 !f l

11#%. (15)

Inserting relations (10) and (15) into Eqs. (4) and (6) and
following the procedure of Ref. 9, we obtain

Escatt } cBscatt } (
l52`

`

Al exp~iF l!

} E
2`

`

dw A~w !exp@iF~w !#, (16)

where

F~w ! 5 x$2pn8~1 2 w2/n82!1/2 1 2pw arcsin~w/n8!

2 2~1 2 w2!1/2 2 2w arcsin w 1 ~r/a !

3 @1 2 w2/~r/a !2#1/2 1 w arcsin@w/~r/a !#

1 w@u 2 ~ p 2 1 !p#%. (17)

In a small interval about a suitably chosen reference
point w0 , the slowly varying magnitude factor A(w) can
be brought outside the integral, giving

Escatt } cBscatt } A~w0!E
2`

`

dw exp@iF~w !#. (18)

The stationary phase condition

dF~w !/dw 5 0, (19)

applied to Eq. (17), gives

u 5 ~ p 2 1 !p 1 2 arcsin w

2 2p arcsin~w/n8! 2 arcsin@w/~r/a !#. (20)

The solution of Eq. (20) for w as a function of r and u gives
the impact parameter of the incident ray, which, after in-
teracting with the cylinder, passes through the point
(r, u) on its way to the far zone. This is the generaliza-
tion of van de Hulst’s localization principle to the near
zone.

3. SHAPE OF THE p 5 1 CAUSTIC
In ray theory the portion of the p 5 1 near-zone trans-
mission caustic in the vicinity of the cusp focal line is pro-
duced by the constructive interference of paraxial rays.
Thus in the semiclassical approximation we obtain the
caustic and its surrounding diffraction structure by as-
suming that the important partial waves l or impact pa-
rameters w are small, i.e., l ! x or w ! 1. We expand
the phase function of Eq. (17) for p 5 1 in powers of w
and retain terms of order w4 or less so as to include the
three stationary points of F(w) (i.e., the three rays) that
contribute to the near-zone caustic. We call this trunca-
tion of F(w) at order w4 the Pearcey approximation of the
phase function. With a suitable change of variable, each
component of the scattered electric and magnetic field, ex-
pressed in terms of r and u, is proportional to the Pearcey
integral of Eq. (A2) with

X 5 ~24kr cos j!1/2@~n8 2 1 !/n8#@~f 2 r !/a#/D1/2,

Y 5 ~24!1/4~kr cos j!3/4u/D1/4, (21)

where

D 5 @2~r/a !3~n83 2 1 !/n83# 2 1. (22)

The position of the focal line of the cusp caustic is

f/a 5 n8/@2~n8 2 1 !#. (23)

The exterior/interior cusp transition occurs at n8 5 2.
The shape of the focusing caustic in the Pearcey approxi-
mation is given in cylindrical coordinates by Eq. (A3), or

ucaustic 5 6~8/3!@~n8 2 1 !/n8#3/2@~f 2 rcaustic!/a#3/2/D1/2.
(24)
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Writing

rcaustic /a 5 f/a 2 d (25)

near the focal line and expanding Eq. (24) in powers of d,
we obtain

ucaustic ' 616~n8 2 1 !5/2~3n8!23/2

3 ~2n82 1 3n8 2 1 !21/2d3/2, (26)

to lowest order in d. In rectangular coordinates relation
(26) becomes

ycaustic /a 5 6~8/33/2!~n8 2 1 !3/2n821/2

3 ~2n82 1 3n8 2 1 !21@~f 2 xcaustic!/a#3/2.
(27)

As a check of both the semiclassical approximation of
Eqs. (17) and (18) and the Pearcey approximation of the
phase function, the shape of the p 5 1 caustic was also
calculated in ray theory by using the procedure of Appen-
dix A of Ref. 8 to obtain the envelope of the p > 1 family
of scattered rays. The shape of the caustic outside the
cylinder for arbitrary p is

xcaustic /a 5 ~21 !p11@cos~u i 2 2pur!

2 R cos~2u i 2 2pur!#,

ycaustic /a 5 ~21 !p@sin~u i 2 2pur!

2 R sin~2u i 2 2pur!#, (28)

where u i is the projection in the xy plane of the angle of
incidence of a ray on the cylinder,

sin u i 5 n8 sin ur , (29)

and

R 5 ~cos u i!~n8 cos ur 2 2p cos u i!

/@2~n8 cos ur 2 p cos u i!#. (30)

The focal line of the p 5 1 near-zone focusing caustic cor-
responds to u i 5 0, and the caustic attaches to the cylin-
der surface when R 5 0 or

cos u i 5 @~n82 2 1 !/3#1/2. (31)

The approximate shape of the p 5 1 caustic in the vi-
cinity of the focal line may be determined in ray theory by
Taylor-series expanding Eqs. (28)–(30) in powers of u i .
The resulting expression is identical to relation (27) ob-
tained by using the semiclassical approximation. The
predictions of ray theory and the semiclassical approxi-
mation differ, however, far from the focal line. This
should not be surprising, since our semiclassical deriva-
tion was meant to accurately model the portion of the
caustic in the vicinity of the cusp line. As an illustration
of the comparison between ray theory and the semi-
classical approximation, the exact p 5 1 near-zone scat-
tered intensity was computed by using Eqs. (4) and (6)
for an unpolarized normally incident plane wave, with
l 5 0.6328 mm, a 5 10.07 mm, and n 5 1.33 and is
shown in Fig. 2(a). An enlargement of Fig. 2(a) between
the cylinder surface and the focal line is reproduced in
Fig. 2(b) along with the shape of the p 5 1 caustic ob-
tained by using the semiclassical approximation [Eq. (24)]

and ray theory [Eqs. (28)–(30)]. The ray theory result
qualitatively agrees with the caustic position expected
from the exact wave intensity all the way from the attach-
ment to the cylinder surface to the cusp focal line. The
semiclassical approximation result deviates from the ex-
pected caustic shape near the attachment. This devia-
tion occurs for two reasons. First, the portion of the

Fig. 2. (a) p 5 1 portion of the exact near-zone scattered inten-
sity for normal incidence, l 5 0.6328 mm, a 5 10.07 mm, and n
5 1.33. The shades of black and white correspond to large and
small intensities, respectively. The position of the p 5 1 caustic
focal line is r/a 5 2. (b) The p 5 1 portion of the exact scat-
tered intensity in the region between the cylinder surface and
the caustic focal line. The white and dashed curves are the po-
sition of the p 5 1 caustic as predicted by the semiclassical ap-
proximation and ray theory, respectively.
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caustic near the attachment corresponds to l ' x or w
' 1, where the Taylor-series expansion of the phase
function of Eq. (17) in powers of w is very slowly conver-
gent. In addition, the asymptotic expansions of the Han-
kel functions of relations (9) lose their validity for the
combined conditions27 l ' x and r ' a, which correspond
to the attachment region.

4. SHAPE OF THE p Ð 2 CAUSTICS
A. p Ð 2 Rainbows in the Near Zone
The two curved sheets of the rainbow caustic are qualita-
tively illustrated in Fig. 3. For p > 2 the scattering
angle of Eq. (20) reaches an extremum corresponding to
the ( p 2 1)-order rainbow a distance r from the cylinder
axis when

du/dw 5 0 5 ~1 2 wr
2!21/2 2 ~ p/n8!~1 2 wr

2/n82!21/2

2 @1/~2r/a !#@1 2 wr
2/~r/a !2#21/2. (32)

The r → ` limit of the rainbow impact parameter wr of
Eq. (32) is

wr 5 @~ p2 2 n82!/~ p2 2 1 !#1/2, (33)

which agrees with ray theory.28,29 The scattering angle
of the ( p 2 1)-order rainbow a distance r from the cylin-
der axis is obtained by substituting the solution of Eq.
(32) for wr into Eq. (20), giving

urainbow~r/a ! 5 ~ p 2 1 !p 1 2 arcsin wr

2 2p arcsin~wr /n8! 2 arcsin@wr /~r/a !#.

(34)

We now derive the periodicity of the supernumerary
structure associated with the ( p 2 1)-order rainbow for
any value of r/a. For scattering angles near the
( p 2 1)-order rainbow, we define « and D by

w 5 wr 1 «, (35)

u 5 urainbow 1 D. (36)

We Taylor-series expand the phase F(w) of Eq. (17) about
wr in powers of « and retain terms of order «3 or less so as
to include the two stationary points of F(w) (i.e., the two
supernumerary rays) near wr . The scattered fields in
the vicinity of the rainbow caustic are then proportional
to the Airy integral of Eq. (A1), which we write as

Escatt } cBscatt } Ai~2x2/3D/h1/3!. (37)

The periodicity of the supernumerary structure, param-
eterized by h, is then

h~r/a ! 5 wr~1 2 wr
2!23/2 2 ~ pwr /n83!~1 2 wr

2/n82!23/2

2 ~wr/2!~r/a !23@1 2 wr
2/~r/a !2#23/2. (38)

The r → ` limit of Eq. (38) is

h 5 ~ p2 2 1 !2~ p2 2 n82!1/2/@ p2~n82 2 1 !3/2#, (39)

which agrees with Airy theory.15,30

The predictions of Eqs. (32), (34), and (38) were tested
as follows. Equation (32) was numerically solved for wr
for a number of values of r/a for p 5 2 and n8 5 1.5.
The result was then substituted into Eqs. (34) and (38) to

obtain urainbow(r/a) and h(r/a), which are shown as the
solid curve in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The dashed
curves are the far-zone limits urainbow(`) 5 157.1585° and
h(`) 5 2.1298. The rainbow angle in the near zone was
also computed by using ray theory through Eqs. (28)–(30)
and is shown as the set of triangles in Fig. 4. In addition,
the p 5 2 Debye portion of the exact scattered intensity
was computed for various values of r/a for the conditions
of normal incidence, n 5 1.5, and ka 5 1000. We as-
sumed that the p 5 2 Debye intensity is proportional to
Ai2@2x2/3(u 2 urainbow)/h1/3#, in accordance with relation
(37). For each value of r/a, the rainbow angle urainbow

Fig. 3. p 5 2 rainbow caustic for a plane wave whose angle of
incidence is less than that of the caustic merging transition.

Fig. 4. p 5 2 rainbow angle urainbow as a function of r/a, as pre-
dicted by the semiclassical approximation (solid curve), and the
asymptotic r → ` rainbow angle urainbow(`) (dashed line) for n8
5 1.5. The prediction of ray theory is the set of triangles, the
prediction of exact electromagnetic wave theory fitted to the
square of an Airy integral is the set of open circles, and a
straight-line ray trajectory at the angle urainbow(`) is the set of
solid circles.
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was determined from the position of the first Airy maxi-
mum by using the results of Appendix A and is shown as
the set of open circles in Fig. 4. The value of h was de-
termined from the spacing of the first and second Airy
maxima, and from that of the first and third Airy
maxima, and is shown in Fig. 5 as the solid and open
circles, respectively. As is seen in the two figures, the
predictions of the semiclassical approximation for
urainbow(r/a) and h(r/a) agree quite closely with those of
both ray theory and exact electromagnetic wave scatter-
ing all the way from the cylinder surface to the far zone.
The reason that the semiclassical approximation accu-
rately describes the p > 2 rainbow caustics near the at-
tachment, whereas it poorly describes the p 5 1 focusing
caustic there, is that the reference point w0 of the Taylor-
series expansion of the phase function for the rainbow
caustics continually shifts along the caustic as r is varied.
For the focusing caustic, on the other hand, the reference
point did not shift along the caustic as r is varied, but re-
mained at w0 5 0.

The straight-line ray trajectory at the angle urainbow(`)
extending from the attachment of the rainbow ray at the
cylinder surface to the far zone is also shown in Fig. 4 as
the set of solid circles. The fact that urainbow does not co-
incide with the straight-line ray trajectory illustrates the
curvature of the rainbow caustic in the near zone. Both
urainbow(r/a) and h(r/a) approach urainbow(`) and h(`)
quite slowly. For r/a 5 10, 50, 100, and 250, the differ-
ence between urainbow(r/a) and urainbow(`) is 4.44°, 0.88°,
0.44°, and 0.18°, respectively, and the difference between
h(r/a) and h(`) is 19.98%, 3.87%, 1.93%, and 0.77%.
Thus, for the detector array to be in the far zone for rain-
bow refractometry experiments, r/a must be of the order
of at least a few hundred. The near-zone behavior of the
rainbow angle and the supernumerary spacing were also
computed for a number of other values of n8 and p. For
fixed p we found that urainbow and h in the near zone devi-
ated from their respective asymptotic values more for
n8 ' p than for n8 ! p. For fixed n8 they deviated from
their asymptotic values more for small p than for large p.

B. p Ð 2 Caustic Merging Transition at r \ `
As n8 increases by tilting the incident plane wave at a
steeper angle, the two sheets of the ( p 2 1)-order rain-
bow caustic of Fig. 3 migrate toward either u 5 0 or
u 5 p as r → `. When n8 5 p, the two sheets meet in a
cusp focal line at infinity,31 as is suggested in Fig. 6. At
this transition the conditions r → ` and p 5 n8 applied
to Eq. (32) require that wr 5 0, i.e., constructive interfer-
ence of paraxial rays dominates the merging of the two
caustic sheets at infinity.

We now examine the properties of the ( p 2 1)-order
rainbow caustic in the far zone for values of n8 slightly
smaller than p, where the two rainbow sheets do not quite
join. Since paraxial rays dominate the rainbow caustic
in the far zone for n8 ' p, we expand the phase F(w) of
Eq. (17) for r → ` in powers of w and retain the terms of
order w4 or less so as to include the two stationary points
of the two supernumerary rays, as well as that of the
third ray incident on the other side of the cylinder axis
that interferes with the two supernumerary rays when

n8 . @sin~p/2p !#21. (40)

When F(w) is truncated at order w4, the r → ` scattered
fields as a function of u and n8 near the caustic merging
transition are proportional to the Pearcey integral of Eq.
(A2) with

X 5 ~12n8x !1/2~ p 2 n8!/~n83 2 p !1/2,

Y 5 ~12!1/4~n8x !3/4@u 2 ~ p 2 1 !p#/~n83 2 p !1/4. (41)

The far-zone scattering angle of the (p 2 1)-order rain-
bow for n8 ' p is given by Eq. (A3), or

urainbow 5 ~ p 2 1 !p 6 ~25/2/3!~ p 2 n8!3/2/~n83 2 p !1/2.
(42)

The u-dependence of the far-zone scattered fields in the
vicinity of the caustic merging transition is given by a
cross section through the Pearcey integral of Eqs. (41) and
(A2) when graphed as a function of u and n8. The rain-
bow angle as a function of n8 is the caustic ridge of the
Pearcey integral and is shown in Fig. 7. For n8 , p the

Fig. 5. Supernumerary periodicity parameter h as predicted by
the semiclassical approximation as a function of r/a for n8
5 1.5. The prediction of exact electromagnetic wave theory fit-
ted to the square of an Airy integral by using the first and second
Airy peaks and the first and third Airy peaks is given by the set
of solid and open circles, respectively. Dashed line as in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. p 5 2 rainbow caustic for a plane wave whose angle of
incidence is equal to that of the caustic merging transition.
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cross section AA8 cuts the caustic ridge twice, giving the
rainbow and its supernumerary interference pattern, as
is described in Appendix A [see also Fig. 4(a) of Ref. 4].
For n8 5 p the cross section BB8 passes through the cusp
point corresponding to the field enhancement at the merg-
ing of the two sheets of the rainbow caustic at infinity (see
Fig. 4(c) of Ref. 4). For n8 . p the cross section CC8 lies
to the right of the cusp point. As a result, the
( p 2 1)-order rainbow no longer propagates all the way
out to infinity; rather, it becomes a near-zone caustic, as
is qualitatively illustrated in Fig. 8, and the far-zone scat-
tered fields are slowly varying in u [see Fig. 4(d) of Ref. 4].
This interpretation of Fig. 7 for n8 , p may be demon-
strated as follows. In the far zone, the rainbow angle
urainbow is given by Eq. (34) with wr given by Eq. (33).
The scattered electric field is given by relation (37) with h
given by Eq. (39). On the other hand, the rainbow angle
as predicted by the Pearcey approximation (called uPearcey
for the remainder of this subsection) is given by Eq. (42),
and a cross section through the Pearcey integral is given

by Eq. (A4) and relation (A5) with X and Y given by Eqs.
(41). When n8 ! p, urainbow and uPearcey differ from each
other, as do the arguments of the respective Airy inte-
grals. But when

n8 5 p 2 «, (43)

with « being small, the rainbow and Pearcey approxima-
tion scattering angles become

urainbow 5 ~ p 2 1 !p 2 25/3«3/2/@3p1/2~ p2 2 1 !1/2#

221/2~7p2 2 3 !«5/2/@5p3/2~ p2 2 1 !3/2# 1 ¯ ,

uPearcey 5 ~ p 2 1 !p 2 25/3«3/2/@3p1/2~ p2 2 1 !1/2#

223/2p1/2«5/2/~ p2 2 1 !3/2 1 ¯ , (44)

and the electric field in the vicinity of the caustics is

Erainbow } Ai$2x2/3p1/2

3 ~u 2 urainbow!/@21/6~ p2 2 1 !1/6«1/6#%,

EPearcey } Ai$2x2/3p1/2

3 ~u 2 uPearcey!/@21/6~ p2 2 1 !1/6«1/6#%. (45)

The two sets of expressions are identical to first order in
«.

In Ref. 6 the p 5 2 rainbow angle in the vicinity of the
caustic merging transition was modeled as

urainbow 5 p 6 K1/2~jc 2 j!3/2 (46)

on the basis of generalized ray-tracing arguments, where
jc is the tilt angle of the incident beam at the transition.
For p 5 2, n 5 1.49, and jc 5 50.37°, corresponding to a
poly(methyl methocrylate) plastic fiber, and for p 5 2,
n 5 1.31, and jc 5 60.75°, corresponding to an ice cylin-
der, Marston6 numerically computed the first-order rain-
bow scattering angle by using Eqs. (33) and (34) with
r → ` as a function of j and numerically fitted the results
near jc to Eq. (46). His fitting procedure obtained
K 5 0.06148/deg and K 5 0.1988/deg, respectively. To
test these results, we parameterize n8 by Eq. (43) and let

j 5 jc 2 d (47)

near the transition. Substituting Eqs. (43) and (47) into
Eq. (3) gives

« 5 d~ p2 2 1 !~ p2 2 n2!1/2/@p~n2 2 1 !1/2# 1 O~d2!,
(48)

and substituting Eq. (48) into Eq. (42) gives

K 5 32~ p2 2 1 !2~ p2 2 n2!3/2/@9p4~n2 2 1 !3/2#. (49)

Evaluating Eq. (49) for n 5 1.49 and n 5 1.31 with
p 5 2 gives K 5 0.06150/deg and K 5 0.19882 / deg, re-
spectively, in agreement with the numerical results of
Ref. 6.

Our experimental observation of the p 5 2 caustic
merging transition is shown in Figs. 9(a), 9(b), and 9(c) for
j 5 jc 2 3°, j 5 jc , and j 5 jc 1 8°, respectively. The
beam of a 3-mW He–Ne laser was expanded to a diameter
of 25.4 mm and was incident on a 13.4-cm-long glass rod
whose diameter was nominally 15.9 mm and whose re-
fractive index was previously measured to be n 5 1.474
6 0.002. The rod’s cross section was slightly elliptical,

Fig. 7. ( p 2 1)-order rainbow angle as a function of n8 in the
vicinity of the caustic merging transition. The sections AA8,
BB8, and CC8 correspond to the plane-wave angle of incidence
less than, equal to, and greater than that of the transition.

Fig. 8. p 5 2 rainbow caustic for a plane wave whose angle of
incidence is greater than that of the caustic merging transition
and less than that of the exterior/interior cusp transition. The
caustic focal line is AA8.
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with the minor-axis-to-major-axis ratio being a/b
5 0.962 6 0.001. The p 5 2 caustic merging transition
occurs when the p 5 1 interior paraxial rays strike the
cylinder surface at the x axis. If the cross section of the
rod is circular, this occurs when

cos jc 5 @~n2 2 1 !/3#1/2. (50)

But for an elliptical-cross-section rod with the longer axis
of the ellipse being along the x axis, we obtain rather3

cos jc 5 ~n2 2 1 !1/2@2~b/a !2 2 1#/@4~b/a !2 2 1#1/2. (51)

Experimentally, we found that jc 5 46.58° 6 0.08°.
Substitution of n 5 1.474 and b/a 5 1.0395 into Eq. (51)
gives jc 5 46.382°, in agreement with our experimental
result. The change in jc due to the roughly 4% elipticity
of the rod is substantial, since substitution of n 5 1.474
into Eq. (50) for a circular cross section gives jc
5 51.302°.

C. p Ð 2 Near-Zone Cusp Caustics
When the tilt angle of the diagonally incident plane wave
is increased further, so that p , n8 , 2p, the scattered
fields in the vicinity of the p > 2 near-zone focusing caus-
tic are obtained by assuming that w is small (correspond-
ing to paraxial rays), expanding the phase of Eq. (17) in
powers of w, and truncating the expansion at w4. The
resulting Pearcey integral of Eq. (A2) is described by

X 5 ~24kr cos j!1/2@~n8 2 p !/n8#@~f 2 r !/a#/D1/2,

Y 5 ~24!1/4~kr cos j!3/4@u 2 ~ p 2 1 !p#/D1/4, (52)

where

D 5 @2~r/a !3~n83 2 p !/n83# 2 1, (53)

f/a 5 n8/@2~n8 2 p !#. (54)

The cusp focal line moves in from infinity when n8 5 p,
and the exterior/interior cusp transition occurs at n8
5 2p. The shape of the near-zone focusing caustic in
the Pearcey approximation is given by Eq. (A3), or

ucaustic~r ! 5 ~ p 2 1 !p 6 ~8/3!@~n8 2 p !/n8#3/2

3 @~f 2 rcaustic!/a#3/2/D1/2. (55)

In the vicinity of the focal line, we may write

rcaustic /a 5 f/a 2 d (56)

and expand Eq. (55) in powers of d. Near the cusp line,
we obtain

ucaustic ' ~ p 2 1 !p 6 ~16/3!~n8 2 p !3n823/2

3 @4~n8 2 p !3 2 n83 1 p#21/2d3/2, (57)

to lowest order in d. For n8 . 2p the cusp caustic
lies entirely inside the cylinder, as was the case for the
p 5 1 caustic3 for n8 . 2. For p 5 1, Eqs. (52), (53),
(54), and (55) and relation (57) reduce to Eqs. (21), (22),
(23), and (24) and relation (26), respectively.

Our experimental observation of the exterior/interior
cusp transition of the p 5 2 caustic is shown in Figs.
10(a), 10(b), and 10(c), corresponding to a plane-wave tilt
angle below, at, and above the transition, respectively.
Figure 10 is qualitatively identical to the external/
internal cusp transition of the p 5 1 caustic illustrated in

Fig. 9. p 5 2 caustic merging transition for a nominally 15.9-
mm-diameter glass rod with refractive index 1.474 and illumi-
nated by a plane wave with tilt angles (a) j 5 jc 2 3°, (b)
j 5 jc , and (c) j 5 jc 1 8° with jc 5 46.58° 6 0.08°. In (a)
the beam is incident from the right, the rod is at the left, and the
caustic illuminates a white piece of cardboard placed perpendicu-
lar to the axis of the rod at its base. The rainbow caustic has a
far-zone scattering angle urainbow(`) ' 178.5°. In (b) and (c),
the beam is incident from the right, the dark region to the left of
the rod is its shadow, and the exterior and interior caustics illu-
minate a piece of tissue paper held firmly in a frame perpendicu-
lar to the axis of the rod at its base.
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ray theory in Fig. 3 of Ref. 3. The transition for p 5 2
occurs when the p 5 2 interior paraxial rays strike the
cylinder surface at the x axis. For a circular-cross-
section rod, this occurs when

cos jc8 5 @~n2 2 1 !/15#1/2. (58)

For an elliptical-cross-section rod oriented with the long
axis of the ellipse along the x axis, it occurs when

cos jc8 5 ~n2 2 1 !1/2@8~b/a !4 2 8~b/a !2 1 1#/

@64~b/a !6 2 64~b/a !4 1 16~b/a !2 2 1#1/2. (59)

Experimentally, we found that jc8 5 67.83° 6 0.08°.
Again, substitution of n 5 1.474 and b/a 5 1.0395 into
Eq. (59) gives jc8 5 67.110°, in good agreement with the
experimental result. As was the case for the caustic
merging transition in Subsection 4.B, the angle of the sec-
ond transition sensitively depends on the rod’s ellipticity,
since substitution of n 5 1.474 into Eq. (58) for a circular
cross section gives jc8 5 73.763°.

5. DISCUSSION
In the context of catastrophe theory, the complete mor-
phology of the p-caustic of the waves scattered by a high-
symmetry particle is a function of a number of control pa-
rameters, including the particle’s eccentricity, its
refractive index, the radius of curvature of the phase
fronts of the incident beam, the tilt angle of the incident
beam, etc. As one or more control parameters are varied,
any apparent change of type of the caustic is merely a
shifting from one cross section of the full caustic morphol-
ogy to another in the multidimensional space of the con-
trol parameters. For a few high-symmetry particle
shapes, one may analytically calculate the full caustic
structure as a function of the control parameters, as was

done here in Sections 3 and 4 for scattering of a diago-
nally incident plane wave by a circular cylinder. The
semiclassical approximation is applicable as well, with a
number of relatively minor changes, to the rainbow caus-
tics of a sphere. Since the exact partial-wave solution to
the electromagnetic boundary-value problem is known for
scattering by a spheroid and by an elliptical cylinder, it is
of interest to determine whether the version of the semi-
classical approximation employed here can obtain the full
caustic morphology for these lower-symmetry particles.

APPENDIX A: AIRY AND PEARCEY
CAUSTICS
The fold optical caustic is a two-ray to zero-ray transition.
The caustic, along with its associated diffraction struc-
ture, is described by the Airy integral,18 which is defined
as

Ai~X ! [ @31/3/~2p!#E
2`

`

du exp@i~u3 1 31/3Xu !#. (A1)

The caustic position is X 5 0, and the first three extrema
of the supernumerary diffraction structure occur at
X 5 21.0188, 23.2482, and 24.8201.

The cusp optical caustic is a three-ray to one-ray tran-
sition. The caustic, along with its associated diffraction
structure, is described by the Pearcey integral,19 which is
defined as

P~X, Y ! [ E
2`

`

du exp@i~u4 1 Xu2 1 Yu !#. (A2)

When graphed with Y as a function of X, the shape of the
cusp caustic is

Y 5 6~22X/3!3/2. (A3)

Fig. 10. p 5 2 exterior/interior cusp caustic transition for a nominally 15.9-mm-diameter glass rod with refractive index 1.474 and
illuminated by a plane wave with the tilt angles (a) j , jc8 , (b) j 5 jc8 , and (c) j . jc8 with jc8 5 67.83° 6 0.08°. The beam is inci-
dent from the right, and the caustics are observed by using the method described in Figs. 9(b) and 9(c).
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Any cross section through either of the two branches of
the caustic away from the cusp point is a fold caustic
modulated by the amplitude of the third ray. In particu-
lar, for a straight vertical cross section through one of the
branches, i.e.,

Y 5 ~22X/3!3/2 2 D (A4)

as a function of D, we have

P~X, Y ! 5 21/2p~3uXu!21/6 exp@iX2/12 2 i~D/2!~2uXu/3!1/2#

3 Ai@2D~24uXu!21/6# 1 @p/~3uXu!#1/2

3 exp~22iX2/3 2 ip/4!, (A5)

assuming that X , 0 and D1/2/uXu3/4 ! 1. The first term
of relation (A5) is the fold caustic, and the second term is
the amplitude of the third participating ray evaluated in
the stationary phase approximation.
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